Jagannathan Baskar, a Management Graduate, now he become GST Expert has more than 25 years
Industrial Experience in handling Indirect Tax matters, at senior level in the TATA Group of companies.
Worked in more than 13 manufacturing industries of Tata Groups in India.
Having practical knowledge in various Indirect tax matters and provided legal solutions across various
business verticals during post implementation of GST.
2016-2017 – Joined as a Subject matter expert for GST at Infosys. Become a Master Trainer for IRS officers
across India at various levels.
2017 Started practicing as a GST Consultant in Hosur. Providing end to end GST related compliance
solutions across various industries in south.
GST Faculty for CII (Confederation of Indian Industry) across south.
Conducted more than 400 seminars across various forums and benefited more than 5000 professionals.

About INDTAX Brief:- IndTax team consists of CA’s, CMA’s Retired Professionals
with subject matters Experts to provide business solutions at the affordable cost.
This world is a competitive place is the where sustenance key.
Qualification is the first stage to a career.
Hard work, confidence and more so attitude is the key to success. Knowledge as a concept is only of
potential value.
The application, execution and implementation of knowledge is where the power lies.
Many graduates, in spite of being qualified are unemployed or under employed. Those in jobs are
underutilized or do not work to their potential.
We at IndTax, a knowledge and employability initiative is in the quest to support the job aspirants. More
specifically to enable them gain self-confidence, enhancing their knowledge in the field of commerce and
upgrading their skill sets essential to be job ready. For those pursuing professional courses facilitate in
making them complete professionals.
It is a small step taken mainly towards bridging the gap between the industry and the job aspirants.
The knowledge inputs, guidance, specific training and solutions to common problems, real life case studies
and some technology exposure would ensure enhanced employability of the youth. It would enhance the
quality of those already employed. For the industry, the right resources for the right job can be achieved.
The Ind-Tax aims to provide a win-win-win situation for the job seekers, employers and employees while
being a contributor to the nation at large.
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